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Fenritaur
As a child it was very hard for me to enjoy reading - I had video games to hold my focus. One day my
parents brought home a giant pile of books for me to try reading. Things Not Seen by Clements was
one of those books. It was one of the only books that I could read as a child, and I loved it. I still do
as a 21 year old student. The character development of Alicia and Bobby, not to mention their
parents, is a very interesting experience which is joined by Bobby's exciting and terrifying
experience of becoming invisible. I bought this for my kindle a couple days ago, and today, after 4
and a half hours of strait reading I remember why it was a childhood favorite.
Yainai
Great high interest easy read for middle schoolers ! Keeps adults interested as well! I recommend it
. A keeper for the shelf!

Delagamand
Read with my son for his Summer Reading for school! We both LOBED it! He ordered the sequel!
TheFresh
I love most of Andrew Clement's books and this was no different. This book made me think and as a
mother and teacher I love that. I think this would be a good book for any upper elementary or middle
kid to read. The way he writes makes you feel as if he is speaking to you, so I thinks kids would
relate to what he is saying.
Iriar
I have a student who was reading this book (from the library), so I bought him a copy for his
birthday! He really enjoyed it.
Faebei
Great seller - product just as described - would recommend to others.
Kaim
I have taught this novel for several years. Although on approx. a 5th grade rdg. ability level, the
concepts are very much grade 7. The author creates wonderful messages about what kids go
through as young teenagers and their relationships with friends, peers, and parents. My students
love the story. This audio recording is good but could have used more intonation when creating the
characters' diaglog.
enjoying
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